COSMETIC
DENTISTRY
What are the benefits to me?
How does it work?
What does it cost?
How can I get it?

What are the benefits to me?
A beautiful smile you’ll love to show
If you’ve ever thought your teeth were unattractive, it’s
time to explore cosmetic dentistry. We have a wide
range of techniques to improve the look of your teeth
and smile.
You’ll have a beautiful smile with perfect teeth finally!
Our skilled dentist and staff can improve your smile
and fix your dental problems.
Let’s give you the great smile you’ve always
wanted.

We will transform your smile.
Cosmetic dentistry is popular for one simple fact – the
result is a nicer smile you’re proud to show the world.
If you have broken or chipped teeth, a dentist can
fix them.
If you have a tooth gap or uneven teeth, a dental
implant will look completely natural.
Choose from a wide range of treatment options.

Learn more about cosmetic dentistry.
If you've been struggling with unattractive or missing
teeth, you'll be relieved that you finally have an
attractive smile.
We invite you to stop in for a NO-OBLIGATION
consultation to chat about your concerns and
meet the dental team.
When you finally have good-looking teeth, you’ll
love your smile in the mirror.
Ask anyone who has had cosmetic dentistry - they're
delighted with their new smile.

How does it work?
You’re on the path to a great new smile.
You’ve made the decision to pursue cosmetic
dentistry to get your problem teeth fixed. Fantastic!
Your uneven teeth can be improved and
missing teeth replaced.
You’ll no longer feel shy about smiling.
You’ll have a beautiful smile with cosmetic
dentistry.

Let’s get started fixing your dental problems.
We will first examine your teeth to identify any
dental concerns, and to determine which treatments
will correct your dental problems:
Veneers and bondings will improve the look of your
teeth.
Dental implants will replace missing teeth.
Bridges and crowns will close tooth gaps to
give you a great smile.

Learn more about cosmetic dentistry.
We invite you to come in for a NOOBLIGATION consultation to learn more about
cosmetic dentistry treatment options.
Meet the dental team, all dedicated to
giving you the very best smile.
Discuss the cost involved and payment options
to keep the treatment affordable.
Cosmetic dentistry is affordable so everyone
can enjoy a beautiful smile.

What does it cost?
Your beautiful teeth are an investment.
With today’s cosmetic surgery procedures, you can have
perfect teeth and a beautiful smile.You’ll have a fabulous
smile at a cost you can afford.
Fees are based on your dental problem and
length of treatment.
You will have exams, fittings and follow-up
appointments to ensure very best results.
We offer payment options to help you achieve the
smile you’ve always wanted.

We invite you to come in for NO-OBLIGATION consultation.
We believe dental care should be affordable for
everyone. Come in, and learn more about your
cosmetic dentistry options.
Meet the dental team and chat with us about
your teeth.
You’ll learn much more about cosmetic
dentistry, and the value to you.
With durable materials, the results are longlasting.

Enjoy your life with cosmetic dentistry.
This is an investment in your health and in your
appearance.
You feel more confident in social and
business interactions.
You’ll never regret having great teeth and a
beautiful smile..

How can I get it?
We’ll give you beautiful teeth and a smile you love.
If it’s time to get cosmetic dentistry for your “problem
teeth,” you’re taking an exciting step. When your teeth
look good, you’re no longer self-conscious in smiling at
the world.
Our team of dentists and technicians are highly
skilled.
Customized bridges, crowns, veneers, bondings and
implants give you a perfect smile.
We love to see our patients get their dental problems
solved.

Let’s get started giving you that perfectly beautiful smile.
Cosmetic dentistry is an investment in yourself - in
your health, and in your appearance. It’s
important that you take care of your teeth, and we
can help you do that.
Call us to take that first step, and come in for a
NO-OBLIGATION consultation.
Ask all your questions, so you feel comfortable.
We’ll talk about costs, and our payment
options.

You’ll have a beautiful smile very soon!
We will discuss the options that are best for
you (we’ve got many).
Within one or just a few practice visits, you will have
your problem teeth fixed.
We’ll make sure it’s affordable for you.

Testimonials
Today I have had both fillings and root canal prep, and as I am a
particularly anxious patient, I was very appreciative about the treatment.
Neel suggested the use of a rubber dam may help. Wow, so much more
comfortable! So I was much calmer, I nearly dozed off! Cannot recommend
enough.
K Surtees

From the moment you walk in to the moment you leave the whole team
make sure your experience is always positive. What a difference it makes
having a dental team who talk to you and not ‘at’ you. The passion about
what they do is evident in the care they give.

S Inglis

About Us
Truly patient centered dentistry starts with listening to our patients. Our Colchester practice has
been designed with this feedback from patients in mind. We offer a relaxing spa-like
environment designed with your comfort in mind. We marry this with high standards of service
and the latest and most innovative technology to help prevent dental disease and keep your
mouth healthy.
Our innovative care models are aimed at helping you keep your teeth for the long term. Unlike
NHS dentistry, we do not believe in using cheap mercury metal based fillings and conveyor belt
dentistry.

Hello Dental,
The Centre, The Crescent, Colchester Business Park,
Colchester, CO4 9QQ
Telephone: 01206 589 777

